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ANTI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF LOCALLY
CONFORMAL KAHLER SPACE FORMS
Dedicated to Professor Chin Myung Chung on his sixtieth birthday
V-HANG KI AND lIN SUK PAK

Recently, T. Kashiwada [lJ, S. Tachibana [4J and 1. Vaisman [5J
studied locally conformal Kahler manifolds and K. Matsumoto [2, 3J
investigated some properties of CR-submanifolds of locally conformal
Kahler manifolds.
The Hopf manifold is a typical examples of a locally conformal
Kahler manifold which admits no Kahler metric ([4J).
In this paper, we shall study anti-invariant submanifolds of locally
conformal Kahler manifolds and mainly prove the following theorems:
THEOREM 1.
Let N" be an n(>3)-dimensional anti-invariant
submanifold of a locally conformal Kahler space form M 2 " (H). If the
associated vector field of the Lee form tangents to N" and if the second
fundamental tensors commute, then N" is a conformally flat space.

2. Let N" be an n (> 3) -dimensional anti-invariant
submanifold of a locally conformal Kahler space form M 2"(H) such
that the associated vector field of the Lee form is normal to N". If the
second fundamental tensors commute, then N" is a conformally flat
space.
THEOREM

THEOREM 3.
Let Nm be an m (>3) -dimensional anti-invariant
submanifold of a locally conformal Kahler space form M 2"(H). If Nm
is totally umbilical, then Nm is a conformally flat space.

1. Preliminaries
Let M2n(F/', gp)., a;.) be an 2n-dimensional locally conformal Kahler
manifold (an 1. c. k-manifold). By its definition, at any point there
exists a neighborhood in which a conformal metric g*=e- 2P g is Kaehlerian,
that is, V* (e- 2PF).p) =0, dp=a, where V* denotes the covariant
Received December 20, 1984.
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differentiation with respect to g*.
It is well known (d. [lJ) that a Hermitian manifold M2n(F/',gp.l.)
is a 1. c. k-manifold if and only if there exists a global I-form a
satisfying
(1.1)
V'vFp.I.= -fJ~vl.+f3~"p.-a"Fvl.+aI.Fvll'
(1. 2)
V'"aJ.=V'J.ap.,
(1. 3)
f3J.= -a"FI."
It is called a I-form a the Lee form.
An 1. c. k-manifold is called an 1. c. k-space form if it has a constant
holomorphic sectional curvature H. Then the Riemannian curvature
tensor R.,vp.1. of an 1. c. k-space form M 211 (H) with constant holomorphic
sectional curvature H is given by (d. [lJ)
(1.4)

4R.,vp.J.=H(g(J)~""-g(J)~vJ.+F(J)I.Fvp.-F(J)p.F"J.-2F(J)"F,,J.)

+3(P(J)~vfl.-P(J)~vJ.+g(J)J.Pvfl.-g(J)p.Pvl.)-P(J)I.Fvfl.
+ P(J)fl.F VA - F(J)I.P vp. + F(J)p.P VA +2 (P(J)v F p.J. +F(J)v P fl.1.),

where
(1. 5)

1
Pfl.J.= -V'p.aJ.-ap.aJ.+2I1aI12gp.,h

(1. 6)

Pp.I.=-Pp.I.F /.

2. Anti-invatiant snbmanifolds of 1. c. k-manifolds
Let Nm be an 1Il-dimensional manifold immersed in a 2n-dimensional
1. c. k-manifold M2n (F p.I., gfl.J.' a I.) • Since the discussion is local, we may
assume, if it is necessary, that Nm is imbbeded in M2n. If the manifold
M2n is covered by a system of coordinate neighborhood {O, yl.} and
Nm is covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {U, xi}, where,
here and in the sequel the indices ", v, fl., A, ..• ; k, j, i, h, ..• run over the
range {I, 2, ..., 2n}; {I, 2, ..., til} respectively, then the submanifold Nm
can be represented by ylt=ylt(xi). Here and in the sequel we identify
vector fields in Nm with the images under the differential mapping.
We put
(2.1)

BiJ.=;hyl. ((h=?J/?Jx i )

and denote by C/ 2n-m mutually orthogonal unit vectors normal to
Nm, where here and in the sequel the indices x, y, z, ... run· over the
range {I, 2, ..., 2n-m}. Then the metric tensor gji of Nm and that of
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normal bundle are respectively given by
gji=gp.l.BjittA, gyx=gp.l.CyxfJ.l.,

where BjifJ.l.=BjfJ.B/ and CyxfJ.l.=CyfJ.C/'.

If the transform by F l of any vector tangent to N m is orthogonal to
N"', we say that the submanifold N m is anti-invariant in M2n. Since
the rank of Fi' is 2n, we have 11t~n.
For an anti-invariant submanifold N m in M2n, we have equations of
the form
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

Fl'B/'=
+fixCx",
Fl'Ci= -f/Bi"+fyXCx",
al.=aiBil.+axCxl.'
f3l.={jB i l.+/3xC xl.,

where Bi).=BifJ.gfJ.l. and Cxl. = CxfJ.gp.l.·
Using Fp.l.=-Fl.p.>Fp.l.=Fl."g"l., we have from (2.2) and (2.3),
(2.6)

fiy

fYi, fyx= -fxy,

where fiy-f/g",y,fyi f/gji and fyx f/g",x'
Applying F to (2.2)-(2.5) and using (1. 3) and these equations, we
find
( i) fixfi=o,J, (ii) fixfxY=O,
(2.7)
(iii) fxifiY-fx"'f",y=oxY,
[
(iv) f3i= -fixax, (v) f3x fxiai-fxYay.
Differentiating (2.2)-(2.4) covariantly along Nm and usmg (1. 1),
(1. 2), (1. 3), (2.7), equations of Gauss
(2.8)
and those of Weingarten
(2.9)

l1jCy"= -h/yB i",

where l1j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation along Nm and
hji X and h/ y= hjkXgkigXY' (gki) = (gki)-l, are the second fundamental
tensors of Nm with respect to the normals Cx", we find

(2.10)

( i)
( ii)
(iii)
(iv)

-o/f3i+gjif3h+h/:rfiX-hjiXfxh=O,
l1.j.x=g
..f3x-f.xa·+h
.."'+ x
J'
J'
J'
J' J'" ,
l1jfxi=o/f3x-fjxai-h/z fx"',
l1j fx Y= -fjYa:x+fjxaY-h/xfiY+hjiYf/,
(v) l1j ai=l1iaj,
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where ai=ajgji , fJi={3jgii, aX=ar and (3X = {3r.
On the other hand, the equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are
respectively given by
(2.11)
Rkjih=R.",PlIABkjih"'PlIA+hkhxhjiX-hjhxhkiX,
(2.12)
R"'PlIABkji"'PlIC/=fTkhjiy-fTjhkiy,
(2.13)
Rkjyx=R.",PlIABkj"'PCYX"A- (hi ykjix-h/yhkix ) ,
where Rkjih and Rkjyx are covariant components of the curvature tensors
of Nm and the normal bundle respectively, Bkjih"'PlJI<=Bk"'BjPBi"BhK and
Bkji"'fllJ=Bk"'BjPBi"'
Let Nm be an anti-invariant submanifold of an 1. c. k-space form
M2n(H). Then by using (1.4), (2.2) and (2.3) we find that the
equations (2. 11) and (2. 13) of Gauss and Ricci reduce to respectively
(2.14)

4Rkjih=H(gkhgji-gkigjh) +3(PkhKji- Pkigjh+gkhPji
-gkiPjh) +4(hkhXhjix-hkiXhjhx) ,
(2.15) 4Rkjyx=H(!kxfjy-!kyfjx) -Pkxfjy+Pkyfjx-!kxPjy
+!kyPjx-4(hi/ykjix-h/yhkix) +2 P kj f yx
where we have put
(2.16)
Pji=PplIBjiPlI, Pjx=PplBjflCx", Pkj=PplIBkjPlI.

3. Poof of Theorem 1
Let Nn be an n-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of an 1. c.
k-space form M2n(H). Then from (2.7), (i) and (iii), we can easily
see that
(3. 1)
fyx=O.
Suppose that the associated vector field a K of the Lee form a is tangent
to N", that is, aX=ayg"Yx=O. Then, from (2.7), (iv), (2.10), (iii)
and (3.1), we have
(3.2)
fTjfxi=o/fiah-fjxai.
Applying the operator fTk to (3. 2) and using the Ricci identities, we
have
- RkjxYf/+ Rkjhifxh=o/(fTkfxh)ah-oi/(fTj fxh)ah
+o/fxhfTkah-oifxhfTjah- (fTkfjx-fTj!kx)a i
- fjr j«i +!kxfTjai,

from which, transvecting with fIX and using (2.7) and (2.10) with
ax=O, we can easily obtain
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(3.3)

Rkju=Rkjyx!zY!/;+gji(f7kaz+akaz-llaIl2gkl)
- gki(f7jaZ +ajaz-llaIl 2gjl) +gkZ (l7jai +ajai)
- gjZ (17kai +akai)
On the other hand, since Pkx=Pkdxi, (2.15) implies
0

4Rkjyx!ZY!ix= H(gkigjZ- gklgji) - P kigjZ+ Pkzgji - gkiPjZ
+gkZPji-4(hkkyhjhx-h/yhkhx)fZY!;X,
which and (3.3) yield
4 R kjli= (H +3I1aIl 2) (gkigjZ- gklgji)

+3 {gji (l7 kaz +akaZ) -gki(l7jaZ+ajaz)
+ gkl(l7j a i+ a j a i) -gjl(l7ka i + akai) }
-4(hk\hjhx-h/yhkhx)!ZYjiX
because P ji = -l7j(li-aj(Xi+ ~
(3.4)

IIal12gjio Hence we have

Rkjli=gjiLkl-gkiLjz+gkZLji-gjlLki
- (hiyhkkx-hkkyhkhx)flY!ix,

1
3 ( I7j a i+ a j a i)'
where L ji= -S(H
+31I a I1 2)gji+4

If the second fundamental tensors commute, then from (3.4), we see
that the submanifold Nn is conformally flat, provided that n>3, which
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let Nn be an n-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of an 1. c. k space form M2n(H). Suppose that the associated vector field a K of the
Lee form a is normal to Nil, that is, ai=ajgji=O. Then, from (2.7),
(v), (2.10), (iii) and (3.1), we have

I7j !xi =O,
which and the Ricci identities yield
R k J°kifx h=RkJXY'fy'i
0

and consequently
R kjli = R kjyx !ZY!i x.

(4.1)

On the other hand, since Pkx=P ki !/ and

1
Pki=hkixax+21IaIl2gki,
(2.15) and (4.1) imply
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4R"ju= (H -llaIl 2) (gkigjl-gklgji) -h"lXaxgjl
+h"rax!fji-gkihjrax+gklhj;Xax
-4 (h"kyhjhx - hi"yhkkx)!lY!;x,
or equivalently
(4.2)

4RkjU=gkiLjl+gjlLki-g"lLj;-gjiLkl
-4(hlyhjhx-hi"yhkhx)flY!ix.
If the second fundamental tensors commute, then (4.2) gives that the
submanifold N" is conformally flat, provided that n>3. Thus we have
Theorem 2.

5. Proof of Theorem 3
Let Nm be an m-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of an 1. c.
k-space form M2n(H). Suppose that the submanifold Nm is totally
umbilical, that is

Then the equation (2. 14) of Gauss implies
4Rkjih= gkhLji+ gj;L"" - gkiLjk - gjhLki'

where L ji = (2hxh x - ~ H)gji+3Pjio Hence Nm is conformally flat,
provided tn>3, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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